• Spheromak and FRC don't have density limit data operation at "optimized" density.
• Doesn't preclude (or require) a common cause 
DENSITY LIMIT FIRST CHARACTERIZED BY EMPIRICAL SCALING
• First motivated by observation that impure plasmas disrupted at lower densities
• Leading dependence is with plasma current density 
STRONG SHAPING DOES ALLOW FOR BETTER CONFINEMENT IN H-MODE AS THE DENSITY IS RAISED TOWARD THE LIMIT.
• Increase in confinement at high triangularity attributed to improved pedestal 
SO…THE TRICK FOR EXCEEDING THE EMPIRICAL LIMIT -PEAKED DENSITY PROFILES
• All indications are that limit is due to edge
• Particles in core apparently don't drive density limit • Significant?
(Jarboe 1985)
PHYSICS MODELS FOR THE DENSITY LIMIT • NEUTRALS -FUELING AND POWER BALANCE • RADIATION MODELS -POWER BALANCE
• ROLE OF TRANSPORT PHYSICS
GLOBAL SCALING BY ITSELF IS AN INSUFFICIENT FOUNDATION FOR PREDICTING THE PERFORMANCE OF FUTURE MACHINES
• Scaling does an OK job, may need small corrections for aspect ratio, power, etc, but
• Covariance in data, may hide dependences (I P and P IN for example)
• Misses important local physics -density profiles
• Need verified, first principles model

Big questions
• Where does the catastrophe come from?
• How do we compute the density limit?
ROLE OF NEUTRALS IN THE DENSITY LIMIT
• Self shielding -limits gas Closed lines ! " Open field lines 
RADIATION POWER BALANCE -EDGE OR SCRAPE-OFF LAYER (SOL)
h
RADIAL STABILITY -POLOIDAL DETACHMENT
• Assumes limit associated with P RAD = P IN (Seen in some machines)
• Plasma is no longer coupled thermally to wall
• Compute radial stability from perturbation analysis for radiating layer at r = a p
• Stability criteria 3 2 P P a dn n da − > (Assumes density profile fixed)
• Can get result for scaling law assuming ohmic heating and • Theory uses detachment threshold as criteria for density limit 
NEED IMPROVED MODELS FOR EDGE TURBULENCE
• Unfortunately, theory and models for edge turbulence are not understood well enough yet
• 3D gyro-fluid simulations have found regime of extremely high transport 
DISCUSSION -MECHANISMS
• Various models proposed -progress has been made but none are entirely satisfactory
• Physics strongly coupled -cause and effects hard to untangle
• May need combination of turbulent transport and atomic mechanisms
• Lead to investigation of very different physics
• Need to use self-consistent profiles, transport, power balance etc. for all models
SUMMARY
• Substantial progress has been made in understanding this interesting and important problem
• It is remarkable that simple empirical laws can capture such complex physics • The similarity of the limit across a wide range of confinement devices is remarkable as well
• By peaking the density profile, it is possible to obviate what is essentially and edge limit.
• Still, it remains a significant challenge to understand the underlying physics
